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What is the best surprise anyone has ever given you? What made it so special? Start each day with

an open-ended question designed to set you thinking, begin conversation, explore thoughts and

feelings. Or just learn something new about yourself. Adapted from a cultural phenomenon: The

New York Times bestselling book The Book of Questions. The Book of Questions Calendar

explores a diversity of subjects, from love and romance to crime and punishment, to online privacy

and technology: Would you rather become wealthy as the result of a lucky break, a smart gamble,

or hard work?
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The calendar is of good standard quality. The type is readable, and you actually get TWO questions

for the weekend. But the questions are not as thought-provoking as I expected, nor are they very

answerable, except in a vague sense. For example: "How important to you are small gifts and love

notes? How often do you give them?" The first question has no quantifiable answer, and how do

you answer the second--weekly? daily? once in a while? Here's another: "When was the last time

you violated the confidence of a close friend? How would you feel if someone did this to you?"

Again, nobody keeps a diary of when they violate a confidence, and it seems like the second

question is just leading. It IS a book of questions, so the title is not misleading. They're just not

questions that stimulate the mind or that I particularly care to answer.

I wanted to put this on my desk to inspire conversation with those who stopped by. Some of the



questions were ok but too many of them were silly or just mean spirited. I gave it to a coworker and

got something more positive.

I was under the impression when I bought this item that it was going to have fun, interesting

questions to answer each day. I was planning on keeping it on my desk at work as a conversation

starter. But these questions range from dull to WTF? Not the fun, light-hearted item I thought I was

buying. Disappointed.

This is the most depressing calendar I ever bought. I thought the questions would be fun and

thought provoking but oh no they are kind of dumb and sad.

Love this calendar. I keep it at work and ask my collegues (and my spouse) the questions everyday.

Several folks have even asked where to purchase one for themselves. If you're looking for

something funny or silly, this is not it. If you're looking for a deeper conversation starter, this is for

you. Sure some questions aren't as fantastic as others, but I cant expect 365 days of perfection!

Interesting and thought-provoking questions on a page a day calendar. My kids like answering the

day's question at dinner every night. It's provoked some interesting discussions!Note: The questions

are meant for adults in that a lot of the questions don't apply well to kids ("If you learned that a good

friend's spouse was fooling around, would you tell your friend?") My kids are older, so they at least

*get* the questions, but that might not be true of younger children.

I really enjoy this book. It's good for couples, good friends, and small groups. The questions are

interesting and very open ended. You can usually just answer in a few words or alternately can

really elaborate, depending on intimacy and interest in the particular topic. Some of the questions

have astericks which mean they have follow up questions, which always really make you think. I

think it's really well done. I own the Kids Book of Questions as well, and that is equally good for my

nephews and nieces.
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